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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to this latest LOCKDOWN SPECIAL issue of The Deckchair.
While the country begins to emerge from lockdown, we are still unable to operate normally,
although we are starting to begin to grow the activities that members can participate in (while
continuing to observe the relevant Covid guidelines that are in place)
Thanks and keep safe.
Andrew Deighton

THANK YOU
More thank yous to members who’ve kept us
all busy and fit so far during the lockdown
and the Club hiatus…
Geoff Turner, Bob Lawrence, Mike Jarvis, Claire Hayhurst-Knowles
for keeping us all on-track each week with club run routes,
training plans and yoga classes.
To Gem Stilliard, Stuart Williams, Ed Steele, Pru Clements, Colin
Timmins and Cheeky for submitting club run routes.
Mike King, for promoting more virtual races to keep everyone’s
competitive spirit alive.
David French for getting the annual Handicap series underway
Thank you all!
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NEWS DIGEST
PERSONALISE YOUR PARKRUN T-SHIRT
Don’t know if you’ve seen but you are now able to customise the famous apricot parkrun
T-shirts with a message of your choice. It could be the name of the local to home 5K
route which you’ve been doing during lockdown, a phrase like ‘proud to be a Harrier’
or a message that inspires you.
You can access via the shop on the parkrun website www.parkrun.org.uk

Rose, Imogen, Alasdair and Paul celebrate their achievement

PHOENIX 24 CHALLENGE: ROSE SAWYER AND PAUL HOLLIS

On the weekend of the Longest Day, two Harriers, Rose Sawyer and Paul Hollis took on this challenge,
which demanded running a mile, on the hour, every hour for 24 hours!
If that wasn’t difficult enough, Rose chose to start at 8am on the Saturday with a 5K alongside Gem Stilliard.
Further on in the challenge, Amanda Smith ran a mile in support with Rose, who was also joined later on Saturday night by husband, David and her
two boys.
Rose and Paul did the last few miles together, along with friends Imogen Burmen-Mitchell and Alasdair Shutt, who were also taking on the challenge.
They all finished their last mile in Dunorlan Park and celebrated with a well deserved glass of fizz at 7am on Sunday morning.

LONDON MARATHON 1981
On the date of the postponed London Marathon, the BBC showed a programme covering the first ever
London Marathon in 1981. If you didn’t see it, it’s fascinating and well worth a watch and is still available
on BBC iPlayer.
The race is remembered for the iconic finish, with Dick Beardsley (USA) and Inge Simonsen (Norway) crossing the line together hand in hand.

But can you remember (or guess)
other facts from the day?
• Who was the race sponsor?
• How many runners finished?
• What finishing time was the last starting pen?
• Who won the womens race?
• Who finished 3rd and was first Briton?
• Where did the race finish?

Answers at the end of the
newsletter
One final interesting (I think!) fact…
the theme tune to the London Marathon is
called ‘The Trap’ and was originally the theme
music for a film in the 1960’s of that name,
starring Oliver Reed!!
Bonus fact – the day after the first London
Marathon, the film ‘Chariots of Fire’
was released.

COMMITTEE UPDATE
In the last few weeks, some Committee Meetings have been held by the power of Zoom.
Topics covered have included Membership plans, Handicap alternatives, Eridge 10, Club Award voting, potential club activities… more details were
provided in the recent TWH Coronavirus Bulletin No 3 sent via e-mail and we’ll continue to use that process, as more news emerges.
Further guidance is being provided by England Athletics, which we will follow to get activities back up and running as appropriate.
We’re very pleased how members have adhered to the changing government guidelines on permitted exercise and social distancing and ask everyone
to continue to maintain this focus and uphold the reputation of the harriers, until we are back to normal activities..

MEMBERSHIP FEES 2020/21
Club membership fees, which had been suspended, are now payable from 1st July.
The fees will carry a 25% reduction (not including the EA affiliation fee) to account for the Coronavirus interruption and should any further reduction
be deemed appropriate, this will be deducted from 2021 fees.
Invoices for payment have now been sent out.
Thank you to all that have renewed so far.
Phil Long
Membership Secretary

RACE REPORTS
BMC BANNISTER VIRTUAL MILE EVENT (4th-6th May)
The big headline from this latest virtual event was Dan Watt running an incredible 4 minute
mile on the actual anniversary of Roger Bannister breaking the four minute barrier at Iffley
Road, Oxford in 1954.
Unfortunately for Dan, his time was due to having an old Garmin device and running with it
in his back pocket, giving him a false reading, so unfortunately we’ll never actually know
how fast he went!
13 Harriers did log a time for the event, which saw more top athletes participating and some
outstanding times. Piers Copeland (Wimbourne AC) won the men’s section with a time of
4:02, while Lilly Coward (Invicta East Kent) took the women’s honours in 4:38.
Patrick Bareham was quickest Harrier man, running 5:10, just pipping Mike King (5:14), with
Ed Steele just claiming third place (5:27) ahead of Andy Howey (5:29) and Mike Cardall (5:33).
Other male Harrier times were Chris Potter (5:40), Tobyn Young (5:47), Rob Winter (6:10),
Saul Harris (6:14) and Andrew Deighton (6:21).
Pru Clements claimed the Harrier women’s crown with a time of 6:34, just ahead of Hayley
Larkin (6:38), with Sonja King clocking 7:10 for third spot.

BMC 1K (22nd-26th May)
Patrick Bareham followed up being quickest Harrier in the BMC mile event, with another quick time in the 1K event, which took place over the bank
holiday weekend at the end of May. His time of 2:59 was the quickest in a metaphorical Harrier vest, although second claim Tom Woolley ran 2:55
in the colours of TAC.
The battle for the Harrier podium was close, with James Chandler running 3:11, Chris Potter 3:12 and Mike King 3:15, with Andrew Deighton posting
a time of 3:40.
Pru Clements again claimed the wome’s crown (3:53) ahead of Sonja King (4:42).
The winning times were 2:19 for Archie Davis from Brighton Phoenix in the men’s event and 2:36 by Keira Brady-Jones from Wirral in the women’s.
If you want to keep an eye out for future Virtual events (they generally have an option of a nominal payment, which goes to good causes)
look up www.opentrack.run

BRITISH MASTERS VIRTUAL 5K RELAYS (14th – 20th June)
The latest virtual event saw over 3000 participants, including 28 Harriers. Will Levett posted the fastest harrier time (16.16) to place a fantastic 31st
in the M40 category, with John Law (17.11) making the top 100 in 97th. Indeed ten Harriers broke the 20 minute barrier, with Andy Howey (18.22)
placing 27th in the M50/55 category, while Steve Austin (21.51) was 75th in the M60s and Richard Martin (27.04) was 75th in the M65s.
Pru Clements was first woman Harrier (21.29) closely followed by Kate Naylor (21.50) in 100th in the F45s. Amanda Smith (24.03) in 94th and Rose
Sawyer (24>06) in 98th both made the top 100 F50s and Lucille Joannes (27.52) placed 56th in the F60 category.

Q&A WITH DAVID CASTLE
Approaching the first anniversary of taking over the Running Hub, David was hit by the challenges that
Coronavirus lockdown brought to many high street retailers. With his competitive streak to the fore, he
has continued to offer a customer focused and personalised service to his customers, with some innovative
ideas to keep people running.
I’m sure every Harrier will be keen to support David and the Running Hub,
as things return to normal, ensuring that the ongoing provision of local
and independent running shoes and equipment remains for all our benefit
for years to come.
I had the chance to catch up with him, during one of the pre booked
shop appointments, while buying some new trail shoes for the summer.
Tell us a little about your running background?
I started running when I was ten, joining Tonbridge AC. I went to Skinners
and was fortunate enough to fall under Mike Rowbottom’s tutelage.
I never liked cross-country much but loved the track and with some hard
work (and a couple of impressive growth spurts) managed to make a few
English Schools and National finals. From there, it was Loughborough
University where I set most of my track PBs before turning to duathlon
and triathlon where I competed for the GB elite team before hanging
up my competitive spurs. Not to say that I’m not competitive now, but
my expectations are much more limited!
What made you want to get into running retail?
It was really a chance conversation with a mutual friend of mine and
Cheeky’s – and a crossroads in my own career that just made the stars
collide. I’d never imagined owning a shop but I’d worked in the running
industry for 11 years and it seemed like an obvious step, if quite
drastically sideways!
How have you found the first year at the Running Hub?
Well, it’s not been without its challenges! First Brexit, then some of the
worst storms on record and then the retail restrictions around COVID-19
– it’s not been a great year for the retail sector. But what I like about
Running Hub is that we can adapt and change and innovate. We’ve pushed
on with digital marketing and forging links in the wider running community.

So when we were forced to look our doors, we started the home delivery
service as well as finally launching an e-commerce business. So we have
been hit but it could have been so much worse.
What would you say is the key customer benefit of coming to their
local independent?
I think increasingly people are tired of big retail chains and online
behemoths like Amazon. They want personal service from people
who know what they’re doing. I think throughout the lockdown
period this has never been more true. We know people’s names –
they know us. We can give them a quality service because ultimately
we care. It’s our business and we rely on that reputation.
Have you introduced any new brands or lines?
We started to stock On Running just before lockdown and will be
increasing our lines from three to five with them soon. Unfortunately,
a lot of new shoes in the pipeline have been put back to cope with the
current situation and stock is getting increasingly difficult to get hold
of. I think from a brands point of view, we have all the ones we’d like,
maybe with the exception of HOKA.
What impact has Covid-19 had on how you’ve been able to operate?
I’d be lying if I said we hadn’t struggled. But we could have struggled more.
The upsurge in running means we’re now benefiting from increased numbers
of customers who’ve starting during lockdown. But our doors were shut
at a critical time of year, pre marathon season, so it’s hard to quantify
how much business we’ve lost out on. We just tried to do as much as
we could during lockdown to get shoes to people who needed them.
I don’t think I’ve ever done so much driving and at least I know if it all
goes wrong, I’d have a career as an Uber driver.
What’s the best advice you could give to Harriers/runners when buying
running shoes?
Don’t buy online. And don’t assume just because you’re in a certain
shoe that the newest incarnation will be the same. Go to a specialist
retailer and have your gait analysed every time you buy a new shoe.
How does running the business impact on your own training and racing?
Horrifically, although the club track sessions and Wednesday night runs
were getting me slightly fitter. But we’re open seven days a week with
an online business so there is never much time to do anything else!
What are your future business and running ambitions?
Honestly, I have very few running ambitions. I’m happy to look back on
my running career and know that I got the most out of my body and
limited talent when I could. I’m just happy to be running pain free. And
with regards to the business, I was planning on opening a second shop.
Choosing a location and potential investment are small stepping stones
in the realization of that but it’s definitely a medium-term aspiration.
So we’ll see…

David, in the colours of TAC, leading former London Marathon
winner Eamon Martin, in his younger days.

(David was too modest to mention his fantastic offer to NHS
staff and keyworkers at the beginning of the pandemic
(covered in the last newsletter) – offering 100 free pairs of
running shoes to qualifying people).

STRAVA ART
As Strava has provided a welcome social life for some during lockdown, I thought it was worth sharing some Strava Art ! Any budding Picasso’s
amongst the Harriers, I wonder?

KENT GRAND PRIX NEWS
Mike King has established the latest situation with the races that were due to form the remainder of this
years race series, with the Ted Pepper 10K already cancelled.
Sept 6

Kent Coastal Marathon, Margate – CANCELLED

Sept 13

Larkfield 10K (Kent County Short Course Champs) – CANCELLED

Sept 27

Sevenoaks 7 – CANCELLED

Oct 4

Sittingbourne 10 – CANCELLED

Oct 11

Tonbridge Half Marathon – AS PLANNED CURRENTLY…

If you would like to contribute in any way to the newsletter, please contact Andrew
Deighton at adeighsk@gmail.com

CLUB HANDICAP 2020
After some Committee discussion, it was agreed
to run this year’s Handicap series in Virtual format,
with Harriers running a shorter than usual course,
at different times over a defined period and
then submitting their times to David French
for compilation.
The pent up demand for competition was self-evident, with 57 participants
in the first race in early June.
The 5.2K course, starting and finishing in Forest Road offered a varied
profile (well ok, all down hill, then almost all uphill) but brought out
some splendid efforts.
Will Levett, John Law and Keith Mitchell all broke 20 minutes, while early
leaders in the handicap are James Chandler and Lesley Page, with only
a second separating Chris Potter, Matt Newman and Ollie Stride, right
behind them.
The next three handicaps will all be run on the same course, from late
June through to August – details to follow.
Full race one results opposite.
The second race, in the last week of June, saw 56 Harriers compete, with
John Law and Keith Mitchell being joined by James Sarre in running sub
20 seconds.
The Handicap leaderboard changed with Joy Croucher (-132) now out in
front after two events, followed by Janet Bird (-99) James Chandler (-97)
Andrew Deighton (-89) Colin Timmins (-86) Lesley Page (-48) Keith Mitchell
(-42) Ollie Stride (-39) Anthony Brown (-21) Amanda Bruneau (-18) Chris
Potter (-17) Matt Newman (-11) all sub handicap time.

MEMBER PROFILES
As this is a bumper lockdown special edition of the newsletter, it seems appropriate to profile two people,
who have kept members engaged and active throughout the lockdown period.

Geoff Turner is our beloved, Club Routemaster and all round top man, who has provided a weekly club
route for members to run at their leisure, in place of the regular Wednesday club route.
It’s meant that we’ve been able to explore a little further afield than normal (a couple of trips to the bright lights of Tonbridge, for starters) and
enjoy some fantastic trails in the summer sun.
Name – Geoff Turner
TWH member since – 2000
Age category – M50
Current shoe brand(s) – Brooks (road and spikes) and Innov8 (trail).
Favourite race – London Marathon (raced 12 times) but fond memories of the Sevenoaks 7 which was my first ever race.
Favourite parkrun – don’t do them; I have only one pace, so 5K is a bit short, so I tend to cycle (one paced) on a Saturday morning.
Best running experience – Medoc (but not really running), Hastings to TW run, Parliament Hill Southerns/Nationals – I enjoy the afters as much as
(more than?) the run itself.
Running hero – Paul Roome; we joined the club together in 2000 and trained and raced together constantly until he was diagnosed with
cardiomyopathy. He was a very keen runner and an expert at designing routes.
Road or XC/Trail? – Road is for the serious training but trail running is the most exhilarating.
Favourite training run or session? – Tonbridge Tuesday Speed and Wednesday Bengal.
Running ambition – to keep competitive and keep enjoying it.
When I’m not running, you’ll find me… on my bike, or rehydrating with friends.
Running book recommendation – Advanced Marathoning (Pete Pfitzinger /Scott Douglas) for the training plans and Feet in the Clouds for aspiration.
The ‘Book of Strava’ to see what we’re all up to.
The best thing about being a member of TWH is… the range of running and social options it gives you. Not sure where I would be without it…

Claire Hayhurst-Knowles, has been keeping many Harriers strong, supple and sane, by continuing to run the
weekly club Yoga session via Zoom, which has been really appreciated by regulars and newcomers alike.

Claire at Kielder Marathon

Name – Claire Hayhurst-Knowles
TWH member since – Must be 10+ years – blimey!
Age category – F50
Current shoe brand(s) – Saucony (road) & Innov8 (trail).
Favourite race – Kielder Marathon.
Favourite parkrun – Tonbridge.
Best running experience – Kielder Marathon 2103 – 5th woman overall, 1st in age group, sub 3:30 trail marathon.
Running hero – Andy Mouncey; Ultra running coach, motivational speaker, really good long distance runner and nice guy.
Road or XC/Trail? – Trail every time!
Favourite training run or session? – Training runs around Kielder reservoir in Northumberland – wild, woolly and generally deserted.
Running ambition – to get back to running at a decent pace.
When I’m not running, you’ll find me… practicing or teaching yoga, walking my dogs and occasionally performing stunts for TV or films.
Running book recommendation – Running Free of Injuries by my brilliant physiotherapist Paul Hobrough. I have a mention in the client history section.
The best thing about being a member of TWH is… the other members! Just a great bunch of people.

BOOK REVIEW
This months book review is by Richard Quartermaine and his recommendation is
‘Footnotes: How Running Makes Us Human’ by Vyper Cregan-Reid.
To be clear and as suggested by the title, this is definitely a book about why we, as humans,
love to run. It is not about training, diet, clothing, sports science, racing, cross-training,
recovery, shoe technology and heavens forbid, "exercising". If, like me, you are often asked
'why do you run' and then fumble over some ill-chosen words, this book offers some
assistance in articulating why we run and what it means to us.
The author is somewhat of a running 'purest' in that he runs for the experience –
he advocates barefoot running, doesn't mention mass participation races or social running,
avoids roads and detests gyms and treadmills (he argues that we now pay to run on
something that was once the principal tool of punishment in Her Majesty's prisons!)
What he does capture well is the freedom of running, especially in new environments,
whether it is in California, Lundy Island or exotic Dorset. Given many of us haven't
been more than a few miles from home over the last few weeks, reading this was a
timely window into other worlds.
The author is a professor of literature so there are many literary and historical references
to running in society and as a leisure activity which does give the book another
dimension, albeit one which dominates at times. He also references and consults
biological and psychological sciences to give credible insight into what running
means for and to us and also how we feed off and into the natural environment.
Quite abstract at times for sure.
This book won't directly help with setting a new PB but may help you to enjoy
those difficult runs a little bit more.

FROM THE TWH ARCHIVES
Memories from the Spring Bluebell Run and Summer Hash Runs of 2019

Bluebell Run 2019

Mark Taylor’s Birthday Hash

Longest Day Run

Groombridge Junction Hash

Rock Hopping

LONDON MARATHON ANSWERS
Gillette were the main sponsor.
There were 6255 finishers (20,000 applied to run and 7055 started). 90,000 applied for 1982.
The last sign in Greenwich Park was for 4:30 runners
The women’s race was won by Joyce Smith (aged 43) in a new UK best time of 2:29, she was 138th overall. It was the third fastest marathon by a
women at that time.
Trevor Wright from Wolverhampton and Bilston finished 3rd in 2:12
It finished on Constitution Hill passed Buckingham Palace, having gone through the Isle of Dogs (no Docklands then) and over the cobbles at the
Tower of London

LM winners 1981

LM start 1981

If you would like to contribute in any way to the newsletter, please contact Andrew
Deighton at adeighsk@gmail.com

